Dear,

Thank You for Your inquiry. As per Your request, we can confirm You the following
accommodation:
Name

ENTERNOVA CONFERENCE

Arrival date

10.09.2020.

Departure date

12.09.2020.

Room type

Comfort Double/Twin Room; dbl use
Comfort Double/Twin Room; sgl use

Type of service

BB

Check-in time

From 14:00

Check-out time

To 11:00

Rate

Comfort Double/Twin Room; dbl use– 285 Eur per night (taxes are not
included)
Comfort Double/Twin Room; sgl use– 205 Eur per night (taxes are not
included)

Payment

On the room rate we approve 10% of special discount, taxes and extras are
not included.

Prices do not include sojourn tax, which amounts approximately 1,4 EUR daily per person (according
to the Sojourn Tax Law). Insurance amounts approximately 1,4 EUR daily per person.
Registration amounts approximately 0,60 EUR per person, one-time.
The hotel has a parking lot. The regular price of hotel's parking place is approximately 20 €/day. If
you arrive by car, please send us your car plate numbers so that we can send you special pass to enter
the walking zone and arrive to the Hotel.
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The hotel also offers transportation services. Hotel transfers are carried out by our 7 seater,
Mercedes Viano. Transfer prices depend on the destination.

RESERVATION CANCELLATION
Reservation is kept until 18: 00 h on the day of arrival, if the guest does not announce a late arrival
to the hotel. Cancellation without charge is possible within 3 days (72 hours) prior to arrival. If it is
cancelled after noted period, the hotel charges 100% of the whole amount. No show and reservation
cancellation on the day of arrival, as well as arrivals before confirmed departure date will be charged
100% of total amount.

**** Cornaro Gastronomy Experience: With an emphasis on unique combinations, exquisite tastes and
true freshness of local ingredients, our gastronomy provides the finest traditional meals enriched with
innovative, modern touch. Dalmatian cuisine owns its popularity to freshness and simplicity, gifts of
virgin nature and locals who cherish tradition. Indulge Your gourmand aspirations with famous
Dalmatian gastronomy at Cornaro Hotel! Book you dinner in advance and enjoy Cornaro culinary
experience.

We are at Your disposal for any additional information, feel free to contact us at any time.

Best regards,
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Marina Barać
Front Desk on behalf of
Cornaro Hotel reservation team
Cornaro Hotel****
Sinjska 6, 21 000 Split, Croatia
Tel: +38521644205
Fax: +38521644201
Mob:+385916442003
reservations@cornarohotel.com
www.cornarohotel.com
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